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For those who have experience with spiritual warfare, they understand that we have been highly successful in unraveling the enemy and foiling their plans.

Conspiracy theorists have been predicting many of these plans and unveiling them for decades. All of this was planned. The enemy has published material plans, and before these, these were agendas that remained hidden. Due to being that exposed [brought to light, in a mystical sense] they now publicly declare them to try to make them look "Normal", but it always remains part of their dark and insidious alien plan.

None of this was decided last year or yesterday, and much of this has been in preparation for whole decades. The spiritual foundation they have been laying for hundreds of years. The failure of these plans would foil future ones, and the consistent top on top failure will topple the enemy completely.

For this reason they are going insane. Indeed, it's observable that the reverberation of these rituals on the jewish soul is not only collapsing them, but they are observably going more and more helpless over it. It's just ripping them apart.

Jews in this forum and others in general will be shitting their own pants over this, for obvious reasons. It is also for certain that their major going downtrend [they can't even enforce the masses to do the simplest aspects of their long-term plans] is hitting very hard on them. They will be frantic and just furious.

One has to also bear in mind that the enemy has high operation during their holidays. This includes confusion spells, attacks, infighting instigation, and whatever else one can imagine. I'd rather not open up this box because the knowledge of the things they do may drive people to draw false conclusions and false correlations.

Some of you here are very psychic [others will get there in time] and you also may have realized that two fundamental things are happening. The enemy's shit is giving in [slowly but assuredly] and at the same rate, they are striking back hard. The why should be obvious.
I am also aware and the Demons do inform us [as they do inform others here] that we are getting besieged. There is nothing to worry about here. However, you may be noticing strange manifestations of the enemy's curses, while others experience great removal.

This is because this garbage is being removed. We aren't there yet, but you may notice changes of perception that are very important, for example, you may feel it's easier to meditate now than it was before, or you may notice that "at times", communication starts to become clear. Removal of the veil will have these anticipated effects.

The enemy, whenever they will attack, they always try to convince people that the correct thing they do is the wrong thing to do. In effect, when the people fight back against them [exactly what people should be doing] the enemy simply reacts and the weak people cave in, thinking that they did the wrong thing.

Just do your protections, remain strong, and be aware of negative energy and in dealing with it. The mind must remain in positivity during all this. Do not doubt Satan's Power, the protection of the Gods, and none of that. We just need to be AWARE of the enemy, do not obsess or dwell on their FILTH.

This war is a very active thing, and in many ways, it has its own rules and it can be disgusting as with physical war. But it has this: it's spiritual. So, the mind is the important thing and control over one's mind is paramount. This is why there will be disinformation [astral], imposters [astral], even astral 'spies' and other things.

I truly want to get deeper into these subjects but due to certainty that it may agitate already overreactive minds, and that people may accredit wrong things to wrong input, this has to be postponed for when the average level of our group will be more, let's say "mature".

In regards to some people telling me some stuff about certain specific toilets that are forming during this time, such as enemy groups and blah blah. It's to be expected. As the enemy behaves above, so do their agents behave below. The enemy is alarmed.

At this point the "important" ones of the enemy are going out with information they haven't been disclosing ever before. These include all these things that shock people about jews being reptilian, how they come from elsewhere, and what they "are to do".

They are also letting other things out which they know can be a major risk to say and do, but they consider their chances that opening this up may save them
compared to not having recruited as many "Experimental Kabbalists", i.e., those who engage in psychic warfare.

For example, they have been promoting personalities that are against a lot of secular activity, and they are moving Jewish masses into "Experimental Kabbalah", which is basically application of it. They are in other words teaching them openly the occult warfare that others were having secret, because they want them to be "ready" and to "fight for what is to come".

This was a no no by the enemy for many years, but now they have no choice but to enlist literally every Jew to try to turn things around. They had comfortable control without them, but now it's a necessary thing they have to do if they want to have a future, or so they assume. As many of the enemy are "activating", many of our own are also "activating".

We are proud to sit upon the creation of an undivided group, that is for once in the recent history of the world, taking down the enemy at the root and doing what nobody else even dared to do. The Gods look at us with appreciation and love for this task, and of course, the enemy is going to hate us for it. So be it, and one should be proud.

Lastly, in regards to recent attacks where people also related about "imposters", the enemy is doing a lot of fake, false positives, and during times of high enemy warfare, spiritual communications and other things can be a bit off. This is nothing else but normal disruption of communication lines, which always does take places in wars.

The way around this is to become accustomed to communication. Refer to topics about this in previous posts. Eventually your own enlightenment will make this all "easier", despite of the shit confusions the enemy is trying to create. This is entirely reliant on one's psychic ability and practice, which will keep increasing as one meditates in a seriously adherent manner.

The Gods are also very busy. The enemy has a story in some of their shit books, that the "Angels" are "fighting in the heavens", and that is to point to the astral warfare taking place between our Gods and their shit tier alien filth.

This is very serious and has to do with the future of humanity, and there are multiple "time dimensions" into this for lack of a better word. On the lower ones, we aren't here yet. Humans currently reside on the lowest of this dimension, so we are far back compared to the higher dimensions the Gods exist and act in.
While our future has been won [time and dimension are correlated], the lower levels in the time dimensions are lagging through and will eventually also appear visibly. Currently, in our timeline we are going through the timeline that has already passed in another dimension, i.e., the enemy is still very active, fighting and so on. On the dimension that has come to pass, this is already concluded. This is not to create mind boggling theories, but to give a general explanation to how this works.

We are in the same train, where has crossed the finish line of dark mist in the front wagons, but we are on the last wagon, still seeing the worst fumes, mists, and negative things. If the situation does get very bad, chances are the last wagons may be cut off [which we fight spiritually to reassure that it doesn't happen]. All this is therefore still taking time and fighting back to hold together.

Stay strong and know beyond any doubt, as many of you already do, that the Gods are proud of us. Praised be Father Satan.
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